FSBSC Submission 892

Dear Assistant Clerk Committees,
INQUIRY INTO THE FIREFIGHTER’S PRESUMPTIVE RIGHTS COMPENSTAION AND FIRE SERVICES
LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (REFORM) BILL 2017
I write to you to express my strong support for the Firefighter’s Presumptive Rights Compensation
and Fire Services Legislation Amendment (Reform) Bill 2017.
My name is Brett Sleep, I am a Senior Station Officer currently stationed at Dandenong Fire Station
CFA. I started my time with CFA in 1993 when I was 15 years old, joining as a volunteer at
Tallangatta, in the North East of Victoria where I served for approximately five years and reached the
rank of Communications Officer. I also worked for two fire danger periods consecutively in 1994/95
and 1995/96 with Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (now Department of
Environment, Land, Planning and Water) as a project fire fighter. I became a career fire fighter in
2001, stationed at Frankston Fire Station for 10 years and later transferred to Dandenong Fire
Station for the last 6 years. I am married with two children and we currently reside in Mornington.
I hold qualifications to operate Heavy Pumper, Tanker, BA Support, Breathing Apparatus (Open
Circuit), Breathing Apparatus (Closed Circuit), EMR, Road Accident Rescue, Ladder Platform 42m,
Teleboom 20m, and perform the roles of Strike Team Leader, Sector Commander Level 2, Operations
Officer Level 2, and Incident Controller Level 2. I also hold the Certificate II in Fire Fighting,
Certificate III in Fire Fighting, Advanced Certificate in Fire Technology (Swinburne University) and
Certificate IV in Fire Technology (Swinburne University).
My current role at Dandenong Fire Station involves supervising and managing a shift of 11 people
across both day and night shifts, and responding to emergencies as a Crew Leader or as an Incident
Controller.
Dandenong Fire Station is the busiest CFA fire station in the State and it resides in what is described
and legislated as the “country area of Victoria.” Dandenong Fire Station averages around 2500 calls
to emergencies per year (2486 fire calls year 2016/17), responding to incidents such as structure
fires, non‐structure fires, hazardous materials incidents (HAZMAT), emergency medical response
(EMR), bush fire, road accident rescue (RAR), industrial rescue, trench rescue, steep and high angle
rescue, confined space rescue, rescues at heights, alarms and many other differing types of public
services. Dandenong Fire Station also provides personnel whom specialise in areas such as air and
ground fire reconnaissance, fire investigation for urban fires and bushfires, Incident Management
Team personnel working in Incident Control Centres, Staging Area Managers, and Peer Support
personnel etc.
Dandenong has a vast array of risks such as hospitals, major freeway networks, a busy train line,
major industry infrastructure, 4 out of the 38 Major Hazard Facilities within Victoria, rural/urban
interface, large chemical storage depots, dozens of nursing home, over 400 alarmed premises and
many high rise buildings. The Greater Dandenong area has a population of greater than 150,000
people which come from over 150 different nationalities. 64% of residents speak a language other
than English. There are over 12,500 businesses consisting of a labour force of over 64,000 people.
The Greater Dandenong area has the 12th highest crime rate in Victoria and has an unemployment
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rate of approximately 12%. This is the make‐up of an area that is deemed to fall within the “country
area of Victoria.”
Below is a picture of a comparison between an area of Dandenong North from the Melways in 1966
compared to what it looks like today in 2017. It highlights the vast difference between when
Dandenong was a largely unpopulated rural area in 1966, to current time where it is one of the most
populous residential and industrial hubs in Victoria.

Being stationed at Dandenong Fire Station I am lucky to have many wonderful people to work with,
both staff and volunteers. We enjoy a very healthy and respectful integrated station and I personally
look forward to continue working with all of these people well into the future. Our integrated model
though, is out dated where we no longer have a reliable volunteer group due to poor attendance at
both training and at emergencies.
Dandenong Fire Station has 6 fire trucks (appliances) with only 11 career staff to respond them. This
is insufficient crew numbers to crew and operate these appliances and other equipment effectively.
Our skeleton crewing relies heavily upon our volunteers to support us and assist in responding all
appliances. We currently have 63 career staff and 53 volunteer members at Dandenong. Only 23
volunteer members were operational this past financial year. The career staff do the bulk of the
work and are supported by a small number of volunteer members whose numbers are weak when it
comes to operational response. Our five strongest volunteer members (volunteers who responded
to the most fire calls this past financial year) do not have structural fire fighting personal protective
clothing (PPC) as they have not completed the training to hold the competency or qualification to
wear a breathing apparatus or conduct a search and rescue, and few are endorsed to drive or
operate any of the appliances located at Dandenong Fire Station.
The volunteer members at Dandenong Fire Station strive to provide a number of capabilities to our
brigade, these being:
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Bushfire crews for hot day response and strike team duties during summer period
Rehabilitation crews for long duration events and hot days
Support crews to large incidents
Road Accident Rescue support crews to RAR type events

The ability for Dandenong volunteers to perform strike team duties has dwindled over time due to
people’s commitments to work and family, and a lack of properly trained and competent members
for drivers, crew leaders, scribes and strike team leaders. There has never been a time in my six
years at Dandenong where I have witnessed our 53 volunteer members being able to provide the
required four crew members for strike team duties on our Tanker. We have had to resort to trying
to crew Dandenong tanker with four crew members from a pool of around 120 volunteers from
Dandenong, Keysborough and Noble Park fire brigades. At times we have to recall a number of
career staff on overtime duties to make up these numbers or to fulfil these roles because drawing
from a larger pool of volunteers from three separate brigades still doesn’t get 4 crew members. This
is not what surge capacity is supposed to be.
Dandenong has a number of small transportable miniature shipping containers that contain things
such as high expansion foam equipment, specialist rope rescue equipment, and rehabilitation
equipment. Our volunteers are tasked with transporting these modules, with the exception of the
specialist rope rescue equipment, to incidents when required. The rehabilitation module contains
equipment to assist in managing personnel’s health and welfare at long duration and hot incidents.
There is bulk drinking water, hydrates, a shade tent, chairs with cooling aids etc. This is a critical
support role for hot days. Dandenong is the only brigade in District 8 with this capability, yet
unfortunately we can rarely muster enough volunteers to crew and respond this very important
niche capability. More often we are required to respond Yellingbo Rehabilitation unit when our
Dandenong volunteers fail to respond, adding an extra 45 minutes before this capability can be
provided to the hard working, heat stressed fire fighters.
In terms of providing support at large protracted incidents, we are now seeing more occasions
where fewer volunteer members from Dandenong are responding to assist, and when they do they
are quite delayed and often do not have the skills or competencies to assist in any meaningful way.
At no time in my tenure at Dandenong have I witnessed Dandenong volunteer members providing
back up as breathing apparatus crews to our career staff whilst conducting internal fire fights and
searches.
When I first commenced my time at Dandenong Fire Station the volunteers there were reasonably
good at responding in a Road Accident Rescue support capacity. This support is now at a record low.
Our volunteer members at Dandenong are struggling to find time to attend training nights.
Attendance at weekly Monday night training is slowly dwindling to the point that the number of
qualified Dandenong volunteer members in Road Accident Rescue (RAR) is at an historic low and this
has resulted in most RAR incidents having no volunteer support at all, leaving the two responding
career staff in a very difficult and stressful situation dealing with a traumatic scene with no qualified
help.
We have only a few volunteers qualified to wear breathing apparatus or endorsed as drivers of the
Tanker and Rescue Support appliances. Skills maintenance in these skills is a serious issue where a
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number of volunteers maybe fulfilling roles that they technically no longer hold a current
endorsement for.
Our volunteer members have allocated every Monday night for their training nights. But of the 52
Monday nights throughout the year, 18 nights are lost to Brigade meetings and public holidays. So
this limits the number of training opportunities to around 34 times per year if our volunteers choose
to take up these opportunities. They do their best to get to training, to get to community events,
and to provide an emergency response to the community but this time and effort is getting less and
less as time goes on. We can no longer rely on our station’s volunteers to provide the back up to
our skeleton crews in emergencies. This produces unacceptable safety issues with crewing numbers
and operational ability. It limits how many hoses can be deployed quickly, it limits how many
personnel can don a breathing apparatus and conduct an aggressive internal fire fight and search for
occupants, it limits our ability to seek a reticulated water supply to guarantee a safe operation and
achievable objective, and it produces risk that should not be there.

Dandenong Fire Station has three volunteer Lieutenants who are all allocated this rank by way of a
brigade voteon a yearly basis. They are deemed to be leaders of the brigade. There is no formal
training required to fulfil the position of a Lieutenant or Captain but they are afforded the same
endorsement as a career fire fighter who has studied and trained very hard over many years to
achieve their rank of Leading Fire Fighter or Station Officer level, and also endorsed as Level 1
Incident Controllers. Of the six years I have been stationed at Dandenong I have witnessed on only a
one occasion where one of our current Lieutenants participated in command and control training.
This last financial year our First Lieutenant responded to 23 fire calls (out of 2486), our Second
Lieutenant responded to 9 fire calls (out of 2486), and our Third Lieutenant responded to 10 fire calls
(out of 2486). The skills profiles relating to leadership roles for career staff versus those of
leadership roles of volunteers is vastly different. Please refer to the attached list of comparative
qualifications between career staff and volunteer members; it is very clear that our training is not
the same and it is clear that our volunteer leaders are not leading by example.
Dandenong also has other fully volunteer fire brigades neighbouring it, being Noble Park, Carrum
Downs and Keysborough Fire Brigades. All three fully volunteer brigades now reside in hugely
populous and built up areas, littered with residential and industrial zones. All three fully volunteer
brigades have serious response issues. Regular problems experienced with these three volunteer
brigades are things such as:





Volunteers responding “one up” – meaning only one fire fighter responding in the fire
appliance
Code 3 driver only – meaning that nobody is available to respond the volunteer appliance
under lights and sirens to an emergency situation
Awaiting a driver – delayed response as there is no volunteer available who is qualified and
endorsed to drive any of the appliances code 1 or code 3
Volunteers not wearing structural PPC to structure fires – generally because of a lack of skills
and qualifications, or due to being a very new member with no experience
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No volunteer BA wearers – not qualified to wear breathing apparatus or conduct a search
and rescue
Reporting false turn out times – transmitting a radio message stating that the volunteer
appliance is responding but it actually isn’t (this is done to provide false Service Delivery
Standards times and prevent the volunteer brigade looking bad)
Delayed response i.e. slow turn out times and/or on scene times – often due to time taken
for volunteer members to reach the station from home or work
Cancelling career staff response prematurely due to parochial posturing – some brigades
don’t like having career staff come into “their patch” as it potentially makes the volunteers
look bad ‐ this is what we call turf wars

Ironically, as I have been writing this submission over the last couple of days I have been relieving at
Pakenham Fire Station for two days and have experienced volunteer failures each day. We were
responded to an alarm of fire at a Primary School in Clyde where Pakenham career staff were the
support brigade and Clyde volunteers were the primary brigade. Clyde failed to meet their response
time of 8 minutes and then later on responded one member (“one up”) in a 4WD that has no fire
fighting equipment, pump or water. The second volunteer failure within 24 hours that I experienced
was to a structure fire in Bunyip, 23km out of Pakenham. This fire was approximately 200m from
Bunyip fire station and Bunyip volunteers failed to meet their response time of 8 minutes also.
For the calendar year 2016, Noble Park volunteer fire brigade attended 119 primary incidents with a
75% compliance (25% failure) with the 90th percentile being 7 minutes 19 seconds. Keysborough
volunteer fire brigade attended 31 primary incidents with a 53% compliance (47% failure)with the
90th percentile being 9 minutes 30 seconds. Carrum Downs volunteer fire brigade attended 135
primary incidents with a 52% compliance (48% failure) with the 90th percentile being 9 minutes 37
seconds. These Service Delivery Standard (SDS) statistics are in fact actually worse than this. If
Dandenong or Springvale career fire fighter appliances get on scene first and then put a stop on the
incident before one of these volunteer brigades has even responded, then this failure is not counted.
The fire report for the volunteer brigade is deleted and transferred to either Dandenong or
Springvale and this systemic failure is essentially hidden from view.
Essentially, this means that there are some severe failures in the current CFA system that at times
mean when someone from the community calls 000 for an emergency, certain fire trucks either do
not respond, have a delayed response, or respond with inexperienced, ill‐equipped and unqualified
volunteer personnel. This places the community at a greater risk than it needs to be. Additionally,
the career fire fighters that rely on these three volunteer brigades are also placed at greater risk
than we need to be. We regularly work in dangerous situations without the back‐up we expect and
deserve and without the equipment that we need to make our jobs safer. I have at times completed
CFA Safe hazard reports for these failures, but CFA have management have never met their
obligation to reply to me or discuss these safety issues.
I have had to respond to house fires as a crew of just two career fire fighters and conduct an internal
fire fight without the primary volunteer brigade turning up to assist. I had a roof collapse on me
when I was the only fire fighter inside a house fire and I had no volunteer support to help me.
Thankfully I was able to get back up onto my feet and retreat to a safer area.
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As in Incident Controller, I have formulated plans to combat incidents only to have those plans
thrown out the window because the volunteer support brigade failed to respond or had a significant
delay. I have responded to a fire literally right next door to Noble Park fire station where they failed
to respond within the required 8 minutes. When a fire truck was eventually responded from Noble
Park fire station it was with only one person. During that same couple of weeks, Dandenong
responded to a number of fires and incidents on the same street as Noble Park fire station and
within two blocks of this station, where they failed entirely to respond an appliance.
The frequencies of these types of failures is endless, and has reached the point now where my size‐
up and corresponding actions as an Incident Controller does not even factor in the attendance of any
of the three volunteer fire brigades that surround Dandenong. If they happen to turn up then it is a
bonus. I regularly monitor the computerised Incident Management System that displays all CFA
incidents State‐wide. Most days there is an incident where the appropriate and expected
emergency response from CFA is not met.
Formation of Fire Rescue Victoria will enable safer systems of work where a guarantee of multiple
appliances will be dispatched to serve the community and the fire fighters who protect them. Also,
areas where volunteer brigades are struggling to meet community expectations will be monitored by
an independent panel who can offer support and assistance where needed. If this fails to provide an
improvement to acceptable levels then this independent panel can justifiably recommend additional
fire fighting resources for these areas. Again, this removes the politics and addresses the real needs
of the community.
Dandenong fire station has a number of personnel with specialist skills in rope rescue for both steep
angle and high angle rescues i.e. cliff top rescues and high rise building rescues, trench rescue and
confined space rescue. The CFA specialist response system is an embarrassing system. There is no
dedicated department to manage this expert field and there are no dedicated crews rostered on to
provide 24/7 response capability allocated to specialist appliances with the appropriate equipment.
Instead, when a specialist response incident is activated, crews are responded from many different
stations across multiple Districts. These crews leave their allocated stations and appliances and
respond long distances at times. This then leaves a number of stations and appliances short of crew
and often results in appliances being taken out of commission for long periods of time. At
Dandenong we are forced to take the $1.5m Ladder Platform offline. Forming Fire Rescue Victoria
will enable CFA specialist response crews to be structured and responded in a more organised
fashion and allow properly coordinated departments to be formed.
The presumptive rights component of the Bill is long overdue.I trained numerous times at Fiskville
Training College, at times for months on end. It concerns me deeply at the prevalence of illnesses
people are suffering or have suffered and the constant worry about whether I will develop any
serious health issues as a result of spending time at Fiskville. The regular exposure to so many toxic
and carcinogenic substances as a result of my occupation is another reason that this presumptive
legislation is so important. We endeavour to protect ourselves to the very best that we can by
wearing our protective personal clothing and protective equipment properly and cleaning it
regularly, limiting our exposure to toxic smoke and vapours and other nasty by‐products of fire, but
inevitably we cannot avoid it completely, so our risk of ill health as a result of our chosen profession
is high. By passing the presumptive legislation it would be reassuring to know that at least our
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families will be taken care of if something horrible does occur as a result of these exposures during
our work
I have been a career fire fighter for over 16 years now. Sadly every few years the renegotiation for
our Enterprise Bargaining Agreement (EBA) comes around and unfortunately it always turns into a
political war and industrial dispute causing great strain for career staff. Some disputes are relatively
restrained, but in this particular battle it has become an agonising and cruel situation for career fire
fighters. The VFBV spread fear amongst our volunteers every time an EBA is being negotiated. I
have attached two letters from the VFBV, one from 2006 and another from 2010, when the previous
EBAs were being negotiated. Apparently it was the end of CFA each time in those eras too.
The strain, the emotional stress and anger that this protracted dispute has caused is irreversible.
The tension and animosity between career staff and volunteers in tremendous. The pressure it has
put on our families is unfair. This cannot be the norm. This cannot be a cyclic war anymore. These
dirty wars are not in the best interests of the career fire fighters, the volunteers, the community, the
politicians or any of the Fire Services. Negotiating pay and conditions should not be an impossible
task, nor should it be a public spectacle. Being part of a Union should not allow people label me and
my professional colleagues as “thugs”, “terrorists”, “scabs”, “standover men”, “knuckleheads”,
“stooges”, "bullies" and “drones.” This repulsive and offensive rhetoric has come from some our
fellow volunteers, some State and Federal politicians, some media outlets and many on social media
hiding behind fake accounts. I watch the news and read the newspapers and see the media label
murderers, gang members and armed robbers as thugs, and I feel sick to the stomach to think that
some people in privileged positions put my colleagues and I in the same category as these criminals,
simply because we chose to become professional fire fighters and because we chose to be a part of a
Union that supports our welfare and livelihoods. I am ashamed! With morale at an all time low, and
anger and conflict at such dangerously high levels now, I fear for what will happen to CFA if this Bill
does not get passed.
I have family and friends living all across Victoria. I have family and friends who are CFA volunteers.
If I thought for a second that this Bill was going to affect their communities, their local CFA brigades
or their safety, then I would not support it. But this Bill will not be detrimental to my family and
friends and the communities they reside in. As a former volunteer I understand that volunteers feel
the need to participate and to be included. This, coupled with tradition and history should not be
used as an excuse to prevent modernisation and change for the better of the community and the
people who protects our communities.
The response and systemic problems CFA are facing are not the fault of our volunteers. Poor
management, an outdated and archaic Fire Services structure, a fast growing State and turf wars are
the root cause. Our volunteers are good people, but they are struggling. This is simply a real sign of
the times that we are in and what CFA has evolved into at most of our integrated and fully volunteer
stations. Our State continues to grow at a rapid rate, people’s work lives and home lives are getting
busier and more stressful. Generational groups don’t want to volunteer anymore, businesses don’t
want to let their employees go and volunteer for too long anymore, people simply don’t have the
time to commit to training anymore, and of course, call rates for fire stations are growing and
growing which is leading to volunteers getting worn out.
The introduction of Fire Rescue Victoria can achieve the following:
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• Modernise the Fire Services in Victoria by placing all professional career fire fighters into one
organisation meeting the same legislative requirements and using the same Standing Orders,
Standard Operating Procedures, Fire Ground Practices and skills acquisition and maintenance
structure. This streamlines recruitment, training and fire ground operations and provides for the
ability to establish properly structured and funded departments for specialised areas that have been
neglected for decades.
• Ensuring adequate response to emergencies in the Greater Metropolitan Areas of Victoria with
sufficient fire fighting appliances and equipment, crewed by fully professional and appropriately
trained personnel. This will save lives and better protect properties by containing fires and other
hazards more quickly. This will also provide a safer fire ground for fire fighters by enabling safer
operations.
• Ensuring a proper strategy for Fire Services is implemented and enforced for catering for rapid
growth in urban areas in Victoria. An independent panel can make decisions based on what is best
for Victorian communities without the influence of any Union, Association or political party.
• The best Presumptive Legislation for all career staff and volunteers in the Country.
• Stop the ongoing, regular dirty industrial wars by reducing the influence of the United Fire Fighter's
Union and the Volunteer Fire Brigades Victoria Association.
• Reinvigorate the Fire Services and allow greater autonomy as two separate entities but still provide
for integration on the fire gound.
The introduction of Fire Rescue Victoria:
• Will not affect volunteer surge capacity. I literally have not met a single volunteer member who
has said they will quit CFA if FRV is created. The scaremongering is just that.
• Will not change the way career staff interact and work with our volunteer colleagues. We will
continue to train together, provide community education together, drink coffee together, eat meals
together, and most importantly work in an integrated fashion together at emergencies.
I wish to urge the Select Committee to realise that you will be hit with many emotionally driven
statements from many volunteer fire fighters claiming that this proposed Bill will tear apart the CFA.
This distractive tactic should not overshadow the facts, and I urge all Committee members to simply
deal with the facts rather than the emotion.
The CFA is a wonderful organisation that I have been very proud to be a part of for over 20 years
now, but the CFA is broken, it is ailing, and it is failing. It is failing the community and it is failing its
members. It is at war with itself. This has been the case for far too long now and it is now time for
change. The leaders of Victoria, our politicians, have the opportunity to right the wrongs. Our
leaders have the opportunity to instil a more practical, safer, better structured, and modernised Fire
Services arrangement that protects Victorians in a way that they are entitled to be protected, and
one that protects its volunteers and career staff by providing better systems and safety. Victoria is
growing at a great rate of knots and our Fire Services need to catch up and then keep up. We can
provide a safer fire ground for our people, and we can provide a much better and efficient fire
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service to the community if we could only take the politics out of the fire services at all levels and
start putting the community first. The Fire Fighter’s Presumptive Rights Compensation and Fire
Services Legislation Amendment (reform) Bill 2017 will do this. Please give strong consideration to
this Bill as it will be a good thing for the communities within Victoria.
Yours sincerely
Senior Station Officer Brett Sleep ‐ Dandenong Fire Station
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SKILLS PROFILES (Career Staff and Volunteers)
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